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ABSTRACT 
We obtain a several variables generalization of Kronecker’s well-known result on 
finite rank Hankel matrices. 
Kronecker’s result on finite rank Hankel matrices is well known and easily 
proven [2, 31: The matrix (ai+$TjDo formed by a sequence (ak) of complex 
numbers is of finite rank if and only if r(z) = C;P=Oa,z-k is a rational 
function. In this case the rank is equal to the number of poles of r(z), counted 
with their multiplicities. We obtain a several variables generalization of the 
first part of this theorem and a partial variant of the second part. This partial 
variant includes the positive case. 
Let C[Z,,Z,,..., z,] be the algebra of polynomials in the n complex 
variables zi, ~a,..., z, over the complex field C. If (Y=((Y~,(Y~,...,(Y,,) is a 
multiindex of nonnegative integers, then we write, as is customary, 
za = zl”‘Q . . . Zn”“, a! = a,!a,! . . . a”!, 
lal=a,+a,-t .*. +a,, asp = 
wp 
aqaq. . . azzn * 
DEFINITION 1. 
(i) A Hankel form on C[ zi, z2,. . . ,z,] is a bilinear form [ , ] such that 
[P, 93 = [~9,11 for all polynomials P, 9. 
(ii) A Hankel form [ , ] is of finite rank if the ideal 
ker[ , ]={9:[p,q]=Ofordp} 
is of finite codimension. 
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Hankel forms generalize Hankel matrices and are clearly in one to 
one correspondence with multiindexed sequences a, via the correspondence 
[z*,l]=a,. The rank of a Hankel form is defined to be the codimension of 
ker[ , 1, and this corresponds to the rank (row rank) of a Hankel matrix in the 
case n = 1. 
A rational function in z = (z,, z2,. . . ,zn) is a function r(z) of the form 
T(Z) = p(z)/q(~) with p and 4 polynomials. Since, by Gauss’s theorem, the 
ring of polynomials is a unique factorization domain, we may assume that 
(p, 4) = 1 by the cancellation of common factors. 
The first part of Kronecker’s theorem generalizes as follows. 
THEOREM 2. A nonzero Hankel form determined by a multisequence a, 
is of finite rank if and only if 
is a rational function of the form r(z) = zp(z)/q(x) where (p, q) = 1 and 
where 
(i) all irreducible factors of q have the form zi - ti, 
(ii) fo7 each i = 1,2,. . . , n, q has a factor of the form zi - ti. 
REMARKS. The equality (1) should be interpreted in the sense that for 
suitably large zi, i = 1,2 ,..., n, the series converges and is equal to r(z). 
The proof is divided into three lemmas. The first uses fundamental facts 
about the ideal theory of C[Z,, za,. . . , z,] (see [4]), and is very closely related 
to the considerations of finite codimensional invariant subspaces by Ahem 
and Clark [ 11. 
LEMMA 3. Let [ , ] be a finite rank Hankel fern. Then there exist, 
possibly with repetition, points t(l), .$‘(‘), . . . , $‘) in C “, multiindexes 
&), &J ,.**> LX(‘), and complex numbers A,, he,...,X, such that 
[p,l] = c hp”b(p>. 
i=l 
Proof. Let I = ker[ , 1. Since [ , ] induces a linear functional on 
C[z,, zs>...> z,]/I, it will be sufficient to show that the dual of this quotient 
space is spanned by a finite number of linear functionals of the form 
P + J”P(5). 
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Since Z has finite codimension, the manifold (zero set) for Z consists of a 
finite number of points t(l), Ec2), . . . , EC”‘), say. Thus we may write 
z = Pl n P2 n . . . f-l Pm 
as an intersection of primary ideals Pi, where each Pi is primary for the 
maximal ideal Qi corresponding to evaluation at [(‘I. There is an integer u 
such that QF c Pi for i = 1,2,. . . ,m. Consequently 
Z2Q;nQ;n ... nQ;=J. 
Now note that the annihilator of QF is spanned by the linear functionals 
p -+ @p(.@“‘) for I/?] < (I. This follows immediately from the definition of Q1p 
and the fact that for a fixed .$ E @” every polynomial p admits an expansion 
Thus the dual of C[z,,z,,..., .z,]/J is spanned by the functionals p---f 
@p(~(“)) for ]/I] < u and i = 1,2,. . . , m, and so the lemma follows. n 
For E in Q= n let C&Z) be the rational function 
. . .z 
c&J = (zl _ &;ZZ[2). .“. z (z” _ ,g = - z-<’ 
This is a rational function whose denominator satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) 
of Theorem 2. The same is true for the rational function 
where a’%, indicates the partial derivative with respect to 5. Moreover, the 
same is true for a linear combination of rational functions of the type (2) 
when reduced to the form zp/q. 
Suppose now that s = ([r, [s,. . . ,(,) and ](,I < 1 for i = 1,2,. . . , n. That is, 
5 belongs to the unit polydisk. Then for z = (z,, zs,.. .,z,,) belonging to T”, 
the n-torus, we have 
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This is the Cauchy kernel for the unit polydisk, from which it follows that 
(@P)(t) =~“P(2)(aPC,)(Z)dm,(z), (3) 
where m, is normalized Lebesgue measure on I’“. 
LEMMAS. Let,$=(.$i,[s ,..., .$,)withl&j<lfori=l,Z ,..., n,andZet 
a, be the multiindexed sequence associated with the Hankel fm [p, l] = 
@‘p([). Then, for suitable z, 
Proof In view of (3) we have 
However, from (2) it follows that PC, may be expanded as a power series in 
z”, so (PC,)(z) = Qz~z~, and the lemma follows. n 
We have now virtually proved one of the implications of Theorem 2. Let 
[ , ] be a finite rank Hankel form. By considering the form [p, q], = [p,, q,] 
where T < 1 and p,(z) = p(m), it follows that there is no loss of generality in 
assuming that all the zeros E(r), Ec2), . . . , [(‘) of Lemma 3 belong to the unit 
polydisk. Indeed [ , ] is a rational Hankel form of the required type if and 
only if the same is true for [ , I,. One half of the theorem follows therefore 
by combining the last two lemmas and our remarks about linear combinations 
of the functions (2). The other half is the following. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that a, is a multiindexed sequence such that the 
series (1) converges for suitable z and determines a rational Function T(Z) of 
the form zp( z)/q( z) where q(z) satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2. 
Then the associated Hankel form has finite rank. 
Proof Let r~(r) q@) r~(~) be the distinct points in Q=” such that 
z - T$~) divides q for’all ;,‘k:‘A simple partial fraction argument allows us to t L 
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write 
1 
i 
vi(z> 
-= 
42) i=l (z _ Il(i))a”’ 
where cyci) is the order (a multiindex) of z - I(~), and the wi(z) are polynomi- 
als. Thus 
By a simple argument (as before) we can assume, without loss, that the points 
nci) belong to U”, the unit polydisk, and thus that the series (1) converges for 
z such that Jxi( = 1, i = 1,2 ,..., n. Thus 
[za,1] =a,=/ $drn,, 
= i$l (da’1’(Z%i))(7+i)) 
= i c xi,P(f3%“)(p)> 
i=l fi<a(‘) 
where hi B are complex numbers. This shows that [ , ] is a linear combina- 
tion of finite rank forms. n 
RANK 
Unlike the single variable case, the polynomial q does not, in general, 
detect the rank of the form. However, we can say the following in the “no 
multiplicities” case. 
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THEOREM 6. LA p and q be the relatively prime polynomials for a finite 
rank Hankel form, and assume in addition that 
where for each i the set Ai = {tij: 1~ j < ri} consists of distinct complex 
numbers. Let A be the finite set of points v in C” for which TJ~ E A, for each 
i. Then the rank of the form is the cardinality of { 17 E A : p(q) * O}. 
Proof. There are nonzero complex numbers X, for n in A such that 
4 -‘=C sEAq(~ - 11))‘. Since zp(z)(z - q)-’ induces the form [ , ]= 
p( q)h(q), which has rank one if p(q) * 0, the proof is complete. n 
POSITIVITY 
The theorem covers the case of positive finite rank Hankel forms. These 
are the forms such that [p, p] > 0 for every polynomial p with real coeffi- 
cients. Indeed we now indicate an elementary argument which, in conjunc- 
tion with Lemma 3, shows that [ , ] is such a form if and only if it is a 
positive linear combination of rank one forms corresponding to evaluation at 
points in R”. This is readily verified when n = 1, and we shall make use of this 
case below. 
First let [ , ] be a finite rank Hankel form. Thus, by Lemma 3, there exist 
distinct points t(l), ,$‘@), . . . ,(‘“) in C”, finite sets Ki of multiindexes, and 
nonzero complex numbers X,, i for i = 1,2,. . . , s and (Y E Ki, such that 
s 
[PJI = c c L,i<aaPp>(w. (4 
i=l aEK, 
Suppose in addition that this is a positive form. We must show that Ki 
consists only of the zero multiindex, that each A,, i ( = A,, i) is positive, and 
that ((iI E R”, for each i = 1,2,. . . ,s. 
Let a=(a,,a,,..., a,) be a point of R” such that the complex numbers 
#i) = a,,$i) + a,E(,‘) + . . . + a,[;) are distinct, and let w = a,z,+ azzz 
+ . . . + a,z,. The form induces a positive form [ , 1, on C[w], via the 
equation [4,11, = [P, 11, where p(z) = q(w). Hence there are points 
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@pep..., 8, and positive numbers A,, ha,. . . , A, such that 
[P?ll = i: hj9(ej)V (5) 
j-1 
where as before p(z) = 9( 20). However, (?p)(t(‘)) = (~?~f9)(p(~))a~, and SO, 
from (4) and (5) and the fact that the ~6~) are distinct, we have 
C X,,ia” = 0 
a E K, 
jaJ = n 
for each i = 1,2,..., s and every n > 0. Since the set of points a = (a,, aa,. . . , 
a,) is dense in R", h,.i = 0 for all ICYI > 0. 
AN EXAMPLE 
There is a simple example that indicates that a general formula for rank in 
terms of p and 9 will be rather involved, and which also highlights the 
problem of finding an algebraic basis for the kernel. 
Let n = 2, and let (Y = (a,, a,), /3 = (pi, pa) be two multiindices. To avoid 
a trivial case we assume that (Y and p are not comparable. To be definite we 
assume that ai < pi and aa > &. Let Z be the kernel of the Hankel form that 
is determined by the sequence a y, wherea,=lify=aory=panda,=O 
otherwise. [In the comparable case, say (Y < /3, Z is simply the span of z y with 
y # j3, and I has codimension (pi + l)(j& + l).] Also we have 
zp 1 1 -_=-+__= 42 
W-a1,0) + +W%‘) 
9 .z” .b Z(&+l.%+l) . 
An examination of the linear dependence, modulo I, of the monomials zy 
withygtiory<Pshowsthat 
In fact one can verify that the polynomials .zfl+‘, .zg2+‘, and zg~-~l - 
z2 012-& form an algebraic basis for 1. 
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